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      I really like the simple step by step approach taken in this book and the workbook exercises that allow the student to test their understanding as they go along. The book makes the process of analysing qualitative data accessible to students, many of whom have no experience of doing research.




  
          Ms Angela Short




              


    
      



 


 
      Clear and concise. Accessible language for undergraduate students




  
          Ms Sarah Purdy




              


    
      



 


 
      Will be very helpful for my students undertaking their research projects




  
          Mrs Emma Harvey




              


    
      



 


 
      An excellent text that offers a concise approach to thematic analysis that is easy to pick up and apply in practice




  
          Mrs Liz Cade




              


    
      



 


 
      Focused and accessible




  
          Ms Paula Hearsum




              


    
      



 


 
      Useful read, with guidance to help students select the appropriate statistical test




  
          Mrs Carol Ellis




              


    
      



 


 
      Easy to use and students love it.




  
          Dr Seidu Salifu




              


    
      



 


 
      The book contains the essential facts of qualitative data analysis. It is easy to read and contains practical exercises. But I am not quite sure about at which point in the learning process it might be helpful. Right at the beginning, more information might be necessary to understand. At a later point, the information given might be too general to really be useful. Nevertheless, the book might be helpful for students at different stages depending on their learning styles.




  
          Professor Anja Tausch




              


    
      



 


 
      This is an excellent and concise guide for students who are undertaking large research projects for the first time (and indeed for more seasoned researchers). The jargon-free and user-friendly approach is engaging. It also offer useful guidance for students to explain the data analysis process in their methodological reflections.




  
          Dr Eileen Hogan
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